This paper proposes a sequencing algorithm for intensity-modulated radiation therapy with a multileaf collimator in the static mode. The algorithm aims to minimize the number of segments in a delivery sequence. For a machine with a long verification and recording overhead time ͑e.g., 15 s per segment͒, minimizing the number of segments is equivalent to minimizing the delivery time. The proposed new algorithm is based on checking numerous candidates for a segment and selecting the candidate that results in a residual intensity matrix with the least complexity. When there is more than one candidate resulting in the same complexity, the candidate with the largest size is selected. The complexity of an intensity matrix is measured in the new algorithm in terms of the number of segments in the delivery sequence obtained by using a published algorithm. The beam delivery efficiency of the proposed algorithm and the influence of different published algorithms used to calculate the complexity of an intensity matrix were tested with clinical intensity-modulated beams. The results show that no matter which published algorithm is used to calculate the complexity of an intensity matrix, the sequence generated by the algorithm proposed here is always more efficient than that generated by the published algorithm itself. The results also show that the algorithm used to calculate the complexity of an intensity matrix affects the efficiency of beam delivery. The delivery sequences are frequently most efficient when the algorithm of Bortfeld et al. is used to calculate the complexity of an intensity matrix. Because no single variation is most efficient for all beams tested, we suggest implementing multiple variations of our algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Intensity-modulated radiation therapy ͑IMRT͒ can be delivered with a multileaf collimator in either the static ͑also called ''step and shoot''͒ mode [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] or the dynamic mode. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] In the static mode, a two-dimensional ͑2D͒ intensity map, determined by an inverse treatment-planning process, is realized by sequentially delivering some segments ͑also called subfields͒ of different shapes. These segments compose a sequence. When the leaves move from the setting positions for one segment to the setting positions for the next segment, the beam is switched off. After verification that the leaves are at the new setting positions, the beam is switched on again.
In contrast, when a beam is delivered in the dynamic mode, the beam is always on, and the intensity modulation is realized by adjusting the speed of the leaves. Compared with the dynamic mode, the static mode has the advantages of being intuitively simpler and easier to implement and verify, but it has the disadvantages of lower spatial and intensity resolution, 12, 13 possible degradation of dose accuracy, 14, 15 and potentially longer delivery time. The spatial resolution for the static mode is determined by the matrix element size that is adjustable in the leaf-moving direction and fixed at the leaf-width direction. The coarser the size of the matrix elements along the leaf-moving direction, the lower the spatial resolution in the same direction. The intensity resolution for the static mode is determined by the number of intensity levels: the fewer the intensity levels, the lower the intensity resolution. Degradation of dose accuracy may occur because the round-off error is significant for segments with small numbers of monitor units and switching the beam on and off frequently may affect the stability of beam characteristics. The delivery time may be longer because the beam is not always on during delivery. The delivery time for the static mode has three components: beam-on time, verification and recording ͑V&R͒ overhead time, and leaf-moving time. The delivery time is approximately equal to the sum of the first component and the greater of the other two components. 2 The relative contribution of each component may be different and depends primarily on the treatment machine used and the dose delivered per fraction. For example, our machine ͑Primart, Siemens Medical Systems, Concord, CA͒ has a dose rate of 300 MU/min, a software-controlled variable leaf-moving speed of 1-2 cm/s, and a V&R overhead time of about 15 s per segment. The fractionated treatment dose is usually about 2 Gy. Under such circumstances, both the leafmoving time and the beam-on time will be only a fraction of the V&R overhead time, and the V&R overhead time will be the dominant component of the delivery time. Because the total V&R overhead time is proportional to the number of segments in the delivery sequence, determining the sequence with the fewest segments will also determine that with the shortest delivery time.
The algorithms for determining sequences have been actively investigated. The goal of earlier studies was simply to find a sequence for an arbitrary intensity without concern for delivery time. 4, 5 Recent studies, on the other hand, have attempted to find a sequence with the minimum delivery time. Siochi 2 proposed an algorithm for directly minimizing delivery time; this algorithm is the basis of the commercial computer software IMFAST. Xia and Verhey 3 proposed an algorithm for minimizing the number of segments in a sequence instead of directly minimizing the delivery time, because the machine they used, like ours, had a V&R overhead time of about 15 s per segment.
Que 1 investigated four variations of the algorithm of Xia and Verhey 3 and made a detailed comparison of the algorithms proposed by Galvin et al., 5 Bortfeld et al., 4 Xia and Verhey, 3 and Siochi. 2 He found that the algorithm of Xia and Verhey 3 most frequently results in the fewest segments but that no single algorithm is the most efficient for all clinical cases. On the basis of his findings, he suggests that multiple algorithms should be incorporated into a treatment-planning system so that the most efficient sequence for any clinical case is not missed.
All published algorithms are similar except for that of Siochi, 2 which treats an intensity matrix as a solid paradigm and performs geometric operations like rod pushing and extraction. All other algorithms search the largest deliverable area in the entire intensity matrix as a segment. When the ''sliding window'' technique is used, the starting point of a searching procedure is the left-most element that has an intensity level no less than the preset intensity level of a segment, whereas when the ''reducing level'' technique is used, the starting point of a searching procedure is the element with the highest intensity level. 3 However, any element, besides the left-most element or the element with the highest intensity level, is qualified to be the starting point as long as it has an intensity level no less than the preset intensity level of a segment. Developing a more general rule for selecting the starting point of a searching procedure would be desirable.
All other algorithms differ in the rule for selecting the intensity level of a segment. For the algorithm of Bortfeld et al., 4 the intensity level of a segment is always set at one, whereas for the other algorithms the intensity level depends on a statistical characteristic ͑e.g., maximum intensity level, average intensity level, or median intensity level͒ of the current intensity matrix. Therefore, the difference in performance of those algorithms is caused by the different rule for selecting the intensity level of a segment. This prompts developing a more general rule for determining the intensity level of a segment would also be desirable.
Intuitively, the more complex an intensity matrix, the greater the number of segments in the delivery sequence. Therefore, an algorithm that allows the complexity of an intensity matrix to decrease most quickly is most likely to produce a sequence with the least number of segments. Dai and Hu 16 proposed such an algorithm for determining jawsetting sequences for IMRT with an independent collimator. Inspired by that work, we developed a similar algorithm for IMRT with a multileaf collimator. The algorithm is based on checking numerous candidates for a segment and selecting the candidate that results in a residual intensity matrix with the least complexity. Its delivery efficiency is evaluated with clinical intensity-modulated beams.
II. METHODS AND MATERIALS

A. Basic frame of algorithm
The concept of complexity is frequently used to describe an intensity matrix for IMRT with a multileaf collimator. However, no quantitative index has been proposed for measuring the complexity of an intensity matrix. Characteristics such as the number of extrema, the magnitude of these extrema, and the distribution of these extrema are indications of the complexity of an intensity map. However, no single characteristic is the proper index for use in measuring the complexity of an intensity matrix, because a single characteristic reflects only one aspect of the complexity. In the algorithm of Dai and Hu 16 for IMRT with an independent collimator, the complexity of an intensity matrix is measured by the number of blocks; a block is defined as the largest rectangular area formed by elements of nonzero equal intensity level. Because several algorithms are available for determining delivery sequences for IMRT with a multileaf collimator, we suggest measuring the complexity of an intensity matrix by using the number of segments in a sequence; the sequence is obtained by using a published algorithm for the intensity matrix.
In principle, any integer from one to the highest intensity level in an intensity matrix may be selected as the intensity level of a segment. When the intensity level of a segment is selected, all pairs of possible positions can be sought out for each pair of leaves corresponding to each row of the intensity matrix. We use the symbol D k (p,q͒ to represent the kth intensity matrix that is the residual intensity matrix after the segments with indices from 1 to (kϪ1) have been delivered. The kth intensity matrix has a size of p rows by q columns. We use the symbol D k (i,j͒ to represent the element with a row index of i and a column index of j in the kth intensity matrix, and we use the symbol L hi,k to represent the highest intensity level in the kth intensity matrix. We assume that the leaves of the multileaf collimator move along the matrix rows, and we use the symbols X ki1 and X ki2 to represent the positions of the left and right leaves of the pair of leaves covering the ith row for the kth segment. We use the symbol d k to represent the intensity level for the kth segment. We then use the following procedure to search for all pairs of possible positions for the ith row:
͑1͒ Beginning with the left-most element, D k (i,1͒, we check each element to determine whether it has an intensity level higher than or equal to d k . ͑2͒ When we find the element D k (i,j͒ with an intensity level higher than or equal to d k , we set it as the first possible position for the left leaf of the pair of leaves covering the ith row. It should be noted that if the left leaf is set at the column index of j, the element with the column index of j is just included in the open area between the pair of leaves. ͑3͒ Beginning with the element D k (i, jϩ1͒, we check each element to determine whether it has an intensity level lower than d k . ͑4͒ When we find the element D k (i,l) that has an intensity level lower than d k , we set it as the first possible position for the right leaf of the pair of leaves covering the ith row. It should be noted that if the right leaf is set at the column index of l, the element with column index of l is just excluded from the open area between the pair of leaves. ͑5͒ Beginning with the element D k (i,lϩ1) and continuing until we reach the right-most element, we search for the second, third, etc., pairs of possible positions for the pair of leaves covering the ith row by repeating steps 1-4.
By following the previous procedure, we can find all pairs of possible positions for each row when the intensity level d k varies from one to the highest intensity level L hi,k . Without interleaf collision constraint, the setting of one pair of leaves is not affected by the settings of the neighboring pairs. Thus, the kth segment may be shaped by setting the leaves to any combination of one pair of possible positions from each row for the same intensity level. We use the symbol n kdi to represent the number of pairs of possible positions for the pair of leaves covering the ith row when the intensity level for the kth segment is d k . Then the total number of candidates for the kth segment is represented by
where n k is the total number of candidates for the kth segment and n kd is the total number of candidates when the intensity level for the kth segment is d. If n kdi is zero for a pair of leaves, it is ignored in Eq. ͑1͒. From all n k candidates, we select as the kth segment the candidate that produces a ͑kϩ1͒th residual intensity matrix with the least complexity ͑calculated with one of the published algorithms͒. If more than one candidate produces intensity matrixes with the least complexity, the candidate with the largest irradiation area is selected as the kth segment.
Because the magnitude of n kd increases exponentially with the number of rows in an intensity matrix, the computation time for checking n k candidates increases rapidly with the size of the intensity matrix. For example, if we have two pairs of possible positions for each of ten rows, we will have 2 10 candidates. However, if we use the algorithm of Bortfeld et al. 4 to calculate the complexity of an intensity matrix, we may use a different procedure to determine and check candidates ͑explained in the following͒. Because the algorithm of Bortfeld et al. 4 sets a unity intensity level for each segment, the number of segments in the sequence for the entire intensity matrix is equal to the maximum among the number of segments in the sequences for all individual rows. That is to say, the complexity of an entire residual intensity matrix is equal to the maximum among the complexities of all residual intensity rows. With this characteristic in mind, we design the following procedure for determining and checking a segment candidate:
͑1͒ We calculate the complexity of the residual intensity row for each pair of possible positions for each row. ͑2͒ We determine the minimum complexity for each row.
The minimum complexity is the minimum among the complexities for all pairs of possible positions. ͑3͒ We determine the complexity of the entire residual intensity matrix. The complexity is the maximum among the minimum complexities for all rows. ͑4͒ We determine the shape of the current segment candidate. First, we find all pairs of possible positions in a row that have complexities no greater than that of the entire residual intensity matrix. Then we select as the leaf settings for the row the widest opening pair from all of the pairs of possible positions just found. Similarly, we determine the leaf settings for the other rows. ͑5͒ We determine whether the current candidate is the most efficient candidate. The candidate is considered most efficient if it produces a less complex residual intensity matrix than the previously determined most efficient candidate or is larger than the previously determined most efficient candidate with the same complexity.
As shown in the procedure described previously, we check only one candidate instead of n kd candidates when the intensity level for the kth segment is d. Therefore, we need to check only L hi,k candidates instead of n k candidates to determine the kth segment. With this procedure, the computation time is greatly reduced.
B. Interleaf collision constraint
Because of the design of some multileaf collimators ͑e.g., Siemens PRIMART͒, the left leaf of one pair of leaves cannot move to the right of the right leaf of the neighboring pair of leaves, and vice versa. Otherwise, the leaves may collide with each other. This design feature constrains the determination of a delivery sequence for IMRT in the static mode and makes the sequence significantly longer. 3 The interleaf collision constraint can be represented by
and ͑2͒
The constraint is taken into consideration by adding a pair of ''dummy'' positions to the n kdi pairs of possible positions for the ith pair of leaves ͑i varies from 1 to p͒. When one pair of leaves is set to the pair of ''dummy'' positions, the leaves are closed with equal coordinates of any integer from 1 through q. Because the number of pairs of possible positions increases by one for each pair of leaves, the total number of candidates for the kth segment, n k Ј , increases to
For each of the n k Ј candidates, we first judge whether it meets the interleaf collision constraint expressed in Eq. ͑2͒. It should be noted that any closed pair of leaves is ignored because the position of the closed pair of leaves can be adjusted according to the position of its neighboring pairs of open leaves. If the candidate meets the constraint, we deduct its contribution from the kth intensity matrix to obtain the ͑kϩ1͒th intensity matrix, and we then calculate the complexity of the ͑kϩ1͒th intensity matrix and judge whether the complexity is currently the least for the ͑kϩ1͒th intensity matrix. If the complexity is the least, we assign the candidate as the kth segment. If more than one candidate has the same least complexity, we assign the candidate with the largest irradiation area as the kth segment. Otherwise, if the candidate violates the interleaf collision constraint, we abandon it and check the next candidate. Equations ͑2͒ and ͑3͒ show that more candidates need to be checked when the interleaf collision constraint is present than when it is not. Because of the interleaf collision constraint, we cannot use the second procedure described in Sec. II A to speed up the checking procedure, even when the algorithm of Bortfeld et al. 4 is used to calculate the complexity of an intensity matrix. However, we may use another method to avoid checking some candidates no matter which published algorithm is used to calculate the complexity of the intensity matrix. If we find that the sth pair of leaves violates the collision constraint, we do not need to continue checking the pairs of leaves with indexes from ͑sϩ1͒ to p. In this way, we avoid checking ͟ iϭ(sϩ1) p (n kdi ϩ1) candidates.
C. Algorithms for calculating complexity
As mentioned in Sec. II A, a published algorithm must be used as a tool for calculating the complexity of an intensity matrix in the context of the algorithm proposed here. The published algorithm used may influence the final delivery sequence that is obtained with our algorithm for an intensity matrix. Several published algorithms are available. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] We choose to verify four such algorithms: that proposed by Galvin et al., 5 that proposed by Bortfeld et al., 4 that proposed by Xia and Verhey, 3 and the first variation of that proposed by Que.
1 Because detailed descriptions of the four algorithms may be found in the corresponding original papers, here we describe only the procedure we used to apply the algorithms in our computer program for determining delivery sequences. The procedure has three main steps.
͑1͒ Selecting the intensity level ͑d k ͒ of a segment according to the different rules of the algorithms. For the algorithm of Bortfeld et al., 1 d k is always equal to one. When the highest intensity level in the kth intensity matrix (L hi,k ) is no more than 15, the rules for seting d k for the algorithm of Galvin et al. 5 are as follows:
For the algorithm of Xia and Verhey, 3 
where m is a rounded-off integer defined as mϭlog 2 (L hi,k ).
For the first variation of the algorithm of Que, 1 d k is the rounded-off integer of half of the highest intensity level ͑L hi,k ͒ in the kth intensity matrix D k (p,q).
͑2͒ Finding the starting point͑s͒ of the procedure for determining leaf settings with the ''reducing level'' technique. When there is no interleaf collision constraint, each row in D k (p,q͒ has its own starting point that is an element with the highest intensity level in the row. Otherwise, with the interleaf collision constraint, the entire intensity matrix D k (p, q͒ shares a starting point that is an element with L hi,k .
͑3͒ Determining the leaf settings for the segment. When there is no interleaf collision constraint, each pair of leaves is independently set around the starting point of each row so that the open area is the largest deliverable. When there is an interleaf collision constraint, the pair of leaves that covers the row containing the shared starting point is first set in the same way as without the interleaf collision constraint. Then the other pairs of leaves are set in the order of their distances to the pair of leaves first set. The starting point of one such pair of leaves is the element with the highest intensity level among all the elements with the column indexes from ͑X ki1 Ϫ1) to X ki2 in the corresponding row, where X ki1 and X ki2 are the settings of the previous open pair of leaves. Setting leaves in this way ensures that the interleaf collision constraint is satisfied. Finally, the pair of leaves whose starting point has just been determined can be set in the same way as those without the interleaf collision constraint.
III. RESULTS
A. A simple example
To explain how our algorithm is used, we present the procedure for determining the delivery sequence for the simple intensity matrix shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ . The algorithm of Xia and Verhey 3 is used to calculate the complexity of an intensity matrix for the example. Because the highest inten- sity level in the original intensity matrix ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒, L hi,1 , is 5, the intensity level for the first segment ͑d 1 ͒ may be set to be 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 sequentially. When there is no interleaf collision constraint, the following procedure is used to determine the first segment: When the intensity level is 1, there is one pair of possible positions for each of four rows, and thus there is one segment candidate determined by Eq. ͑1͒ ͑the first row in Table I͒ . Similarly, the number of segments is determined to be two when the intensity level is 2 or 3 ͑sec-ond and third rows in Table I͒ and to be one when the intensity level is 4 or 5 ͑fourth and fifth rows in Table I͒ . Therefore, according to Eq. ͑1͒, the total number of segment candidates is seven ͑i.e., 1ϩ2ϩ2ϩ1ϩ1͒ ͑the last column in Table 1͒ . We find two of the seven segment candidates that result in residual intensity matrixes with the least complexity of two, and we select the one with the larger irradiation area as the first segment ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒.
When there is an interleaf collision constraint, we add a pair of ''dummy'' positions to each row for each intensity level and obtain 72 candidates ͑Table I͒ for the first segment by Eq.3. We need to check only 60 of these candidates; the other 12 are avoided by using the method described in Sec. II B. We find 7 candidates that meet the collision constraint and that result in residual intensity matrixes with the least complexity of 3, and we select the one with the largest irradiation area as the first segment ͓Fig. 2͑a͔͒.
Similarly, we determine the other two segments without collision constraint ͑Fig. 1͒ and the other three segments with collision constraint ͑Fig. 2͒. The intensity levels are, respectively, 3, 2, and 1 for the segments in the sequence without collision constraint and respectively, 2, 2, 2, and 1 for the segments in the sequence with collision constraint.
B. Clinical beams
To evaluate the efficiency of our algorithm and the influence of the different published algorithms used to calculate the complexity of an intensity matrix, we tested 19 clinical intensity-modulated beams, 6 of which were used for a patient with a brain tumor, 6 for a patient with a head and neck tumor, and 7 for a patient with a prostate tumor. The intensity matrixes for the beams were generated by an inverse treatment-planning system ͑CORVUS version 3.0, revision 10, NOMOS Co., Sewickley, PA͒. We compared the delivery sequences generated by our algorithm with those generated by five published algorithms: that of Galvin et al., 5 that of Bortfeld et al., 4 that of Xia and Verhey, 3 that of Siochi, 2 and the first variation of that of Que.
1 Hereafter, we will call our algorithm variation A when it works with the algorithm of Galvin et al., 5 variation B when it works with the algorithm of Bortfeld et al., 4 variation C when it works with the algorithm of Xia and Verhey, 3 and variation D when it works with the first variation of the algorithm of Que. 1 We wrote a computer program to realize all previous algorithms except that of Siochi.
2 As in Que's study, 1 the results for the algorithm of Siochi 2 were obtained by using a ''black box'': IMFAST, which is incorporated into the CORVUS system for generating delivery sequences. Our program generated delivery sequences for all of the intensity matrixes with or without an interleaf collision constraint. However, IMFAST generated only delivery sequences that had a collision constraint because it was configured to generate delivery sequences for our machine, which uses a multileaf collimator with a collision constraint. We used two indexes to measure the efficiency of an algorithm: the number of segments ͑the major index͒ and the total relative fluence in the sequence generated by the algorithm ͑the minor index͒. When one algorithm generated a sequence with fewer segments than another algorithm, it was considered more efficient. When two algorithms generated two sequences with the same number of segments, the algorithm with less total relative fluence was considered more efficient. Table II lists the number of segments and the total relative fluence in the delivery sequences for 19 clinical intensitymodulated beams without an interleaf collision constraint. We made the following observations: ͑a͒ For all beams, the most efficient sequences ͑in bold in Table II͒ are generated by one or more than one of the four variations of our algorithm. ͑b͒ The improvement in the efficiency of our algo- rithm relative to that of published algorithms varies from beam to beam. The percent reduction in the number of segments in the most efficient sequence generated by our algorithm relative to the most efficient sequence ͑underlined in Table II͒ generated by published algorithms ranges from 0.0 to 25.0% ͑mean, 13.7%͒, whereas the percent reduction in the total relative fluence ranges from 0.0 to 26.7% ͑mean, 12.2%͒. ͑c͒ No single variation of our algorithm is always the most efficient, although variation B is frequently the most efficient ͑12 of 19 beams͒ of the four variations. This finding indicates that our algorithm is most suitable for working with the algorithm of Bortfeld et al., 4 although the latter itself is well known to be inefficient in terms of the number of segments. ͑d͒ For all beams, every variation of our algorithm is more efficient than the corresponding published algorithm itself. Table III lists the results for the same 19 beams with an interleaf collision constraint. The observations in Table III are similar to those presented for Table II, except that the frequency with which one variation is the most efficient becomes more diverse. Nevertheless, variation B is still frequently the most efficient of the four variations ͑7 of 19͒. A statistical analysis of 71 clinical intensity-modulated beams also supports the observations listed previously. In terms of efficiency, variation B ranks first, C and D are in the middle, and A ranks last.
IV. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION
The algorithm proposed here is always more efficient than published algorithms. This may be explained by the fact that the algorithm proposed here searches a much larger solution space than published algorithms. However, no single variation of the algorithm proposed here is always the most efficient. This may be explained by the nature of the problem of generating delivery sequences. From a mathematical point of view, the problem is a combinatorial one: Combine segments of different shapes with different intensity levels so that the delivery sequence is the most efficient to obtain the required intensity matrix. However, the number of segment shapes is huge. Web 17 has derived a formula for calculating the number of segments when there is no interleaf collision constraint. According to his formula, the number of segments is 9 953 280 for the 4ϫ4 intensity matrix ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒. Therefore, it is not practical to find the global minimum ͑i.e., the most efficient sequence͒ for the problem with combinatorial optimization tools like integer programming or genetic algorithm. The situation of no single most efficient algorithm, that we meet here, is similar to that encountered by Que 1 when he compared eight algorithms for generating delivery sequences. Similar to his suggestion, our suggestion is that multiple variations of our algorithm be implemented in an IMRT treatment-planning system so that the most efficient sequence will not be missed.
It should be noted that tongue and groove effect was not considered when the data in Tables II and III were collected. Tongue and groove effect may cause underdosage in the overlap area of two adjacent pairs of leaves. Two mechanisms, full synchronization and partial synchronization, may be used to avoid underdosage. 18 For IMRT in static mode, full synchronization means that if an element ͑i,j͒ has a lower intensity level than its neighboring elements (iϩ1, j) or (i Ϫ1, j), the element (iϩ1, j) or (iϪ1, j) is always irradiated TABLE II. The number of segments and the total relative fluence ͑inside the parentheses͒ in the delivery sequences generated by four published algorithms and by variations A, B, C, and D of our algorithm for 19 intensity-modulated beams without an interleaf collision constraint. The bold numbers in each row represent the most efficient sequence͑s͒ for each beam among the published algorithms and the variations of our algorithm, whereas the underlined numbers represent the most efficient sequence͑s͒ among the published algorithms.
Beam No.
Galvin et al. when the element (i, j) is irradiated. In contrast, partial synchronization means that if an element (i, j) has a lower intensity level than its neighboring elements (iϩ1, j) or (i Ϫ1, j), the element (iϩ1, j) or (iϪ1, j) is only irradiated a part of the time when the element (i, j) is irradiated. The algorithm proposed by Siochi 2 supports the full synchronization mechanism. We plan to incorporate the partial synchronization mechanism into our algorithm. As described in the Sec. II A, we have set two criteria to select a segment from numerous candidates. The first criterion is to select the candidate resulting in the least complex residual intensity matrix. The second criterion is to select the candidate having the largest size when there is more than one candidate resulting in the same complexity. To avoid tongue and groove effect, we may change the second criterion to select the candidate having the least tongue and groove effect, instead of having larger size. The incorporation of synchronization mechanism may cause a side effect that the total delivery fluence, and so the beam-on time, will increase for a delivery sequence.
It should also be noted that for the algorithm of Bortfeld et al., 4 two segments with a unity intensity level are regarded as one segment with an intensity level of two when their shapes are the same. This fact explains why the number of segments is less than the total relative fluence for a few beams in Tables II and III . The algorithm of Bortfeld et al. 4 is proved to be the most efficient in terms of fluence ͑i.e., beam-on time͒. 19 However, that is only true when there is no interleaf collision constraint ͑Table II͒. When there is an interleaf collision constraint, the algorithm proposed here and IMFAST may be more efficient in terms of fluence than the algorithm of Bortfeld et al. 4 for some beams ͑Table III͒. Because our algorithm searches a much larger solution space, its computation time is much longer than that of published algorithms. We checked the computation time for the 19 beams presented previously. For a given intensity matrix, the computation time is longer with interleaf collision constraint than without interleaf collision constraint. This is because more combinations should be checked when there is interleaf collision constraint. For all published algorithms, the computation time is less than 1 s for all beams. For our algorithm, the computation time varies from beam to beam; that of beam 8 is the longest. Beam 8 was used for a patient with a head and neck tumor; the intensity matrix size was 15ϫ11, and there were 10 nonzero intensity levels. Without an interleaf collision constraint, the longest computation time for variation A is 16 s, that for variation B is less than 1 s, that for variation C is 107 s, and that for variation D is 26 s ͑Dell OptiPlex GX1, Pentium III 500͒. The time for variation B was much shorter than that for the other variations because that variation uses the technique described in Sec. II A to reduce the number of segment candidates. If the four variations are implemented together, the total time is 150 s, which can be considered clinically acceptable. With an interleaf collision constraint, the longest computation time for variation A is 387 s, that for variation B is 734 s, that for variation C is 629 s, and that for variation D is 501 s. If the four variations are implemented together, the total time will be 2251 s, which can be considered clinically too long. Under such a situation, it is more reasonable to implement part of four variations, like B and C. Since the resulting number of segments is quite close among four variations ͑Tables II and III͒, a sequence close to the most efficient can be found even if the latter is missed. We consider the longer computation time to be a minor problem of our algorithm. Parallel pro-TABLE III. The number of segments and the total relative fluence numbers ͑inside the parentheses͒ in the delivery sequences generated by five published algorithms and by variations A, B, C, and D of our algorithm for 19 intensity-modulated beams with an interleaf collision constraint. The bold numbers in each row represent the most efficient sequence͑s͒ for each beam among the published algorithms and the variations of our algorithm, whereas the underlined numbers represent the most efficient sequence͑s͒ among the published algorithms.
Galvin et al.
gramming using a multiple-processor computer is an efficient way to overcome the problem, since each variation of the algorithm may run on a different processor simultaneously.
In conclusion, we propose an algorithm for minimizing the number of segments in a delivery sequence for IMRT with a multileaf collimator in the static mode. The algorithm is based on checking numerous candidates for a segment and selecting the candidate that results in the residual intensity matrix with the least complexity. The complexity of an intensity matrix is measured by the number of segments in the delivery sequence as obtained by using a published algorithm. The efficiency of our algorithm and the influence of different published algorithms used to calculate the complexity of an intensity matrix were tested with clinical intensitymodulated beams. The results show that no matter which published algorithm is used to calculate the complexity of an intensity matrix, the algorithm proposed here is more efficient than the published algorithm itself. The results also show that the algorithm used to calculate the complexity of an intensity matrix has an effect on the efficiency of beam delivery. The delivery sequences are frequently most efficient when the algorithm of Bortfeld et al. 4 is used as a tool for calculating the complexity of the intensity matrix, either with or without an interleaf collision constraint. Because no single variation of our algorithm is the most efficient for all beams, we suggest implementing multiple variations of our algorithm.
